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The Vinotemp 300 Bottle Dual-Zone Wine Cooler is the first-of-its-kind offered in the United States to feature dual-zone cooling 
and front exhaust for built-in or freestanding installation. In addition to dual-zone cooling and an impressive 300 bottle storage 
capacity and front venting, the Vinotemp 300 Bottle Dual-Zone Wine Cooler also boasts patented (D711,936) black metal wine 
racking with a black wooden lip/rack face for a clean, modern appearance – and the shelving is adjustable making it possible to 
stack bottles within the cooler to achieve maximum storage capacity. 

Pricing 
starting at $2799 

Notes 
Features: 
- Black cabinet featuring dual-pane glass door with stainless accent trim  
- Door lock and key  
- Pole handle  
 
- Centralized digital control panel  
- LED interior lighting  
- Front exhaust for built-in or freestanding installation  
- Temperature range: upper zone (40-56°F) / lower zone (54-65°F)  
- Capacity: 300 bottles (NOTE: When stacking bottles 2-3 high, do not pull out the shelves)  
- Warranty: 1 year limited parts and labor  
- Dimensions: 29 1/2"w x 27 1/10"d X 73 1/5"h 
 



Vinotemp International 
For nearly 30 years Vinotemp® has manufactured custom wood wine cabinets, wine racks, wine cellars, and cooling systems and 
has been the leading distributor of wine coolers, beverage coolers, wine dispensers, wine accessories, and more. Close attention 
to market demand and non-standard ideas have resulted in Vinotemp’s ability to offer diversified wine storage solutions utilized 
by renowned resorts, restaurants, hotels, and the yachting industry.  
 

For more information about Vinotemp contact 800-777-VINO (8466) or visit www.Vinotemp.com. 
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The Zero-G™ Suspended Wine System creates the illusion of floating or suspended wine bottles while providing a secure and 
customizable storage space. Due to the “bespoke” nature of Vinotemp’s Southern California manufacturing facility, the Zero-G 
Suspended Wine System is constructed using handcrafted precision construction methods, white oak blocks and 3/8” aluminum 
rods. To ensure that the innovative racking complements its surrounding environment, the oak blocks may be stained or painted 
in the clients color choice. To personalize further, the Zero-G unit can be designed to accommodate varying bottle sizes. 

Pricing 
quote only 



Notes 
Features: 
- Aluminum rods are 3/8" in diameter 
- Images shown feature White Oak hand cut blocks with Dark Walnut finish 
- Racking and finish can be customized to meet storage needs and interior design needs 
 
Vinotemp International 
For nearly 30 years Vinotemp® has manufactured custom wood wine cabinets, wine racks, wine cellars, and cooling systems and 
has been the leading distributor of wine coolers, beverage coolers, wine dispensers, wine accessories, and more. Close attention 
to market demand and non-standard ideas have resulted in Vinotemp’s ability to offer diversified wine storage solutions utilized 
by renowned resorts, restaurants, hotels, and the yachting industry.  
 
For more information about Vinotemp contact 800-777-VINO (8466) or visit www.Vinotemp.com. 
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Inspired by space-saving European design, Vinotemp’s unique 7-Bottle Mirrored Wine Cooler features standard industry height 
and depth, but is just 5.8” wide. The cooler’s minimal footprint is complemented by a front venting system, making it an easy to 
specify, built-in wine storage solution that’s perfect for entertaining. The cooler also features Vinotemp’s patented mirrored trim 
design – a refreshing alternative to stainless steel – along with a compact cooling system, specifically designed for the petite 
cooler, that features an adjustable 32 degree Fahrenheit temperature range (40-72°F) to properly store either white or red wines. 



Awards 
One of Beautiful Kitchens & Baths magazine's [part of the Luxury Home Design Group at Meredith Corporation] 30 Most 
Innovative Products of 2016. 

Pricing 
starts at $499 

Notes 
Features: 
- Patent-pending mirrored trim design  
- Sturdy black metal cabinet with dual-pane glass door 
- Touch screen temperature control  
- Sturdy wire shelving keeps bottles secure  
- Soft-glowing interior lighting  
- Designed for built-in or freestanding installation 
- Capacity: approximately 7 standard wine bottles  
- Temperature range: 40° - 72°F 

- Dimensions: 5 4/5”W x 20 3/5”D x 34 1/5”H 

- Interior dimensions: 3 1/2"W x 14 1/2"D x 26"H 
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Vinotemp’s 24-Bottle Wall-Mounted Seamless Wine Cooler adds a new level of functionality to the kitchen while its classic 
stainless steel finish and wood shelving complement any design aesthetic. The cooler’s versatile size allows for installation 
almost anywhere in the kitchen while making it simple to specify in conjunction with other unique kitchen appliances like a wine 
dispensing system. 

Pricing 
starting at $1099 

Notes 
Features: 
- Stylish wine cooler with classic, seamless stainless steel trim  
- Designed for built-in installation  
- Stainless steel cabinet with wood shelving  
- Dual-pane glass door  
Sleek pole handle  
- LED interior lighting illuminates bottles  
- Temperature range: 40 - 72°F  
- Capacity: approximately 24 standard 750 ml wine bottles  
- Dimensions: 23 3/10” W x 21 4/5”D x 18”H  
- Depth with handle: 23 1/4" 
 
Vinotemp International 
For nearly 30 years Vinotemp® has manufactured custom wood wine cabinets, wine racks, wine cellars, and cooling systems and 
has been the leading distributor of wine coolers, beverage coolers, wine dispensers, wine accessories, and more. Close attention 
to market demand and non-standard ideas have resulted in Vinotemp’s ability to offer diversified wine storage solutions utilized 
by renowned resorts, restaurants, hotels, and the yachting industry.  
 
	


